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APPLICATION FORM
AWELCOME
SYNOPSIS: Housemates Salone is a reality television show produced by Africell and
AYV TV. The show is a live broadcast 24 hours a day, seven 7 days a week, of 20
young guys and girls living together in an isolated house with no connection to the
outside world. The show is about entertainment, fun, competition, games, exposure
crowned with BIG WINS. In addition to all the fun and prizes, Season 2 will take place
under all strict precautions and safety measures from COVID19.
Note that you have to be 21 years or older and that submissions close on august 21 2020.
B- PROFILE:
Please fill in all the mandatory fields (marked by*)
First name*:
Surname*:
Nickname:
Date of Birth*:
State/ Country*:
Family from*:
Father born in*:
Marital status*:
Religion*:
Age*:
Sex*:
Height*:
Occupation*:
Education*:

Place of Birth*:
Currently living in*:

 Single
 Divorced

 Male
Meter
 High School

Mother born in*:
 Married
Children number*
 Widowed
 Pregnant*

 Female
Weight*:

Kg

 University

 Technical Education

 Other
Nationality*:
Short bio*:

Native language (s)*:
Other
language (s):

Talents*:
Passport number:
Mobile number*:
Physical address*:
Postal address:
Email*:
Social media*:

 Read
 Write

 Read
 Write

 Read
 Write

 Read
 Write

 Speak

 Speak

 Speak

 Speak

 Facebook
 Instagram
 Twitter
Are you familiar with the show? * 
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Profile Terms and Conditions
1. I have answered all of the questions on the application form fully, honestly and accurately and I
confirm I have not misled or attempted to mislead the Producers in any way as to my identity,
experiences or in any other way.
2. If any of the information I have given in the application form is found to be false, the Producers will
be entitled to exclude me from the Housemates Salone participant selection process.
3. If I am short listed by the Producers, I am prepared to undergo psychological and medical screening.
I understand that the full details of this will be explained to me in advance.
4. If I am short-listed, I also agree to authorize the Producers to conduct background checks to verify
any of the information I have supplied.
5. Even if I am selected as a participant, the Producers have no obligation to produce the program and
even if the program is made there will be no obligation on the Producers or any broadcaster to
broadcast it.
6. All decisions by the Producers concerning selection of the participants are final and no reasons will
be given. l agree not to challenge or appeal against those decisions.
7. I will keep strictly confidential and will not, without the prior written consent of the Producers, at
any time from the date I sign this application form and for 12 months following the first transmission
of the final episode of Housemates Salone, disclose, publish or reveal to any person any incident,
conversation or information concerning the series or the application/selection process which comes
to my knowledge as a result of my inclusion in the participant selection process and/or the
Housemates series, if selected, nor other information related to AYV, Africell and other partners or
the Housemates series acquired by me during this period, without consultation with AYV or Africell
relevant responsible.
8. If I am selected to participate in the program, I agree to enter into a formal agreement with the
Producers and/or any other relevant party, the terms and conditions of which will be necessary to
protect the rights of the Producers and/or such other entity involved in the production.
9. If I am short-listed but not selected as a contestant, I hereby assign to AYV and Africell the right to
use my photographs, likeness, profile, voice, sound effect, caricature, literary, artistic and musical
materials and the likes for purposes of the Program and/or any related publicity and marketing,
which AYV and Africell accept.
10. I have a valid passport to travel

 Yes  No

* If I am not in a possession of a valid national passport, I will ensure that I apply and receive one before October 1.

I have read and agreed to all above terms and conditions
Date:

C- PAYMENT THROUGH AFRIMONEY

Name:
The Application Cost is LE 150,000
Signature:
All Payments should be Made to The Housemates
Afrimoney Number: 088201020
*How to pay through Afrimoney.

Please Enter Trans. Id Here

1.

2.
3.
4.

Make sure you Have an Afrimoney
Account with at least 150,000 Leones
Available Balance
Dial *161#
Select: Send Money
Select: Send Money to Africell Customer

5.
6.
7.
8.

Enter the Amount you want to send (150000)
Enter your Afrimoney pin to confirm the
transaction
You Will Receive an SMS along with a
transaction ID for that transaction.
Write the Transaction ID inside the Above Box.

